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"All things from eternity are of like form and come
round in a circle. "

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
Meditations

Introduction

I have been asked to summarize the experimental situation on two-body

neutrino reactions. Since this is the first conference of this series to dis-

cuss neutrino reactions and since most of the participants in the meeting are

experts in photon and electron physics, I thought it would be appropriate to

give a more complete and elementary discussion of the subject than is per-

haps normal At cuch meetings. It is possible to do this at the present time

since the data is not yet very extensive, although we do have results from the
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first experiments carried out using hydrogen and deuterium targets. I also

have a more general reason for keeping things simple that is well illustrated

by a news item I rend recently. The article dealt with an entertainment park

located somewhere in the South of the United States, that is patterned after

Disneyland, but which deals with the history of religions. Since the object

of such parks is to make money, one can buy replicas in the park shop of

figures (such as Christ, Mohammed, Buddha, etc.) who have made important

contributions to the subject. Whatever one thinks about such activities, they

show that it is difficult to go broke by underestimating the taste of the American

public. Things have not changed too much since de Tocqueville. Similarly,

although I have often heard review talks that I had difficulty following because

the speaker assumed I knew as much about the subject as he did, it is very

rare for a talk to be too elementary for the audience.

This talk will deal with three reactions that have been the subject of

new experiments in the last year or so: (1) vn — jt "p, (2) vp •• u A, *nd

(3) vp - |i a . In all cases, the data will be discussed with particular

reference to its bearing on the determination of the axial vector form factor.

Although the first experiments on high energy neutrino interactions

were carried out more than ten years ago, it is only with the recent advent

of the large hydrogen bubble chamber at Argonne that reactions (1) and (3)

have been studied in a clean way. Similarly, the cross sections fcr the

strangeness changing "v reaction (2) could only be measured for the

first time by using Cargamelle (containing about 10 tons of frcon CF,Br)



since the rates arc so low. As is so often the case in High Energy Physics,

advances in our knowledge have depended on new tools becoming available.

It is clear that we are only beginning to scratch the surface of this field, and

we can look forward to a wealth of new data in the next several years.

The Reaction vn — ». p

(i) Calculation of Cross Section

The calculation of the cross section for the quasi-elastic scattering

•>f neutrinos or antincutrinos is carried through in a vesry similar manner

to that for elastic electron scattering, with the obvious difference that one

must consider both the axial and the vector current contribution* co the scat-

tering. Since the interaction can depend on the Dirac v matrices and the

momentum transfer q, one can write the most general form of the vector and

axial vector currents as:

V = (F,.v + iF. , <r q" + iF_ q ) ,

A = (F. V + iF_ <r qV + iF_ q ) V, ,|i A V T (iv P ^v '5

2
where the F's, the form factors, arc arbitrary functions of q . We call

F,. and F the vector and axial vector form factors, F w the weak magnetism

term, F_ the tensor form factor, sometimes called weak electricity, and

F_ and F_ are respectively the induced scalar and pseudoscalar form fac-

tors.



Using the current x current form of the Hamiltonian, the cross sec-

tions for the reactions vn — ̂  "p and vp — u n can bis calculated and ex-

pressed in terms of these six unknown functions. However, with present

day experiments, one has no hope of measuring all these six functions and

so one must use some assumptions to simplify the problem. This is reason-

able since we have both theoretical and experimental guidance about which

form factors are important. The assumptions, which finally reduce the

problem to the measurement of one parameter, are:

8 —(a) The Conserved Vector Current Hypothesis - This says — (iji,ViJ».) = 0.
v X I 1

Since the spatial part of the wave function ~ e , where p is the lep-
a

ton momentum, the induced scalar term gives a contribution to rj—
— — 2
W'jV^j) - (p-p1) («|I£VI|».) ~ q • Fg, since q = p-p». Therefore, since

q2 * 0, CVC says I' = 0.
»

(b) The Extension of CVC - The isotriplet current hypothesis which groups

the weak, charge-raising and lowering currents in the same isotriplet

as the electromagnetic current, identifies F,. and F. . with the Dirac

and Pauli isoveclor nucleon form factors as measured in electron scat-

tering.

(c) Charge Symmetry - This implies F y = F y f FM = FM , FA = FA> F p =

F*. and F s = -F*. F T - -F*.

(d) Tim* Reversal Invarianc* - This says all six form factors are real,



so the combination of charge symmetry and time reversal invariance

implies F_ = F_ = 0.5 T

The currents responsible for these scalar and tensor form factors are

called second class currents. One can see this in a different way as

the F_ and F_ form factors correspond to the exchange of a particle
S T

of the wrong G parity in the t-channel. Consider the diagram in Fig. 1

where m is some meson that dominates the nucleon form factor; one

can construct as in Table I the mesons that are thought to make the

main contribution to each form factor.

Table I Meson Exchanges Contributing to Form Factors

° ^
+ i'

4 r

o+

Form Factor

Fv
F M

Fs
F A

F P

F T

Meson

P

P

no known meson

A l

ir

B

One sees that the G parity of the scalar and tensor particles is opposite

to that of the dominant vector and axial factors.



(e) Dominance of the Induced Pseudoscalar by the Pion Pole - Since the

axial current is only partially conserved, F_ cannot be identically

zero. Using PCAC.in the sense of the dominance of the divergence of

the axial current by the pion pole,gives a prescription for F_ which is

that F p is given by the single pion exchange contribution as shown in

Fig. 2, where g is given by the IT —• jiv decay rate, and f is the pnir
It IT

coupling constant, |f [ /4ir = 15- 7. Then we can write

where G is the Fermi constant. In the cross section, this term appears

multiplied by the muon mass and so has a very small effect (~- 1%) con -

pared to the vector and axial contributions. In addition, because of the

email value of the pion mass, the F contribution occurs mostly at

2
small q where the data is least reliable.

Ignoring F_ then, and with the simplifications discussed above, we can

write the differential cross section as:



dQ 27r (s - m )

2 2 2 2 4 2
+ m t(F - FA) + t(su + 2m t - m ) F . . (i)

V A M

+ 2mt2 F y F M ± t(s - u) (F y + 2m FM> FA>

where s, t and u are the usual invariants, and where we have neglected

the muon mass.

2 2
Q = -q = -t = 2E E (l-cos<(>)

2
s = M + 2ME

v

s + t + u = 2M

0 = Cabibbo angle, <(> = v - ^ scattering angle, and M = nucleon mass.

The normalization of the form factors is F (0) = 1, F (0) = -1.23,
V .A

F (0) = n - |x /2M = 3. 71/2M. The Q dependence of each form

factor can be parameterized as a double pole

H
M V , A '

where M ,M are characteristic masses to be measured. We have

now reduced the problem to measuring these two parameters. With the

isotriplet current assumption (b) above, M is taken as 0. 84 GeV as mea-

sured in electron scattering and only M is unknown.

This Eq. (1) is the Rosenbluth formula for v scattering. One can im-

mediately see three special cases:



1.

d<r

3.

-38 2 2
= i. 98 • 10 cm /GeV ,

so the cross section data must go through or extrapolate to this

anchor point for all neutrino energies.

The last term (with a ± sign) in Eq. (1) represents the vector-

axial vector interference term and so changes sign under v — v

replacement. The v-v cross section difference then, isolates

just this term and is given by

= 1. 6 9 § - (F,r + 2MF I F , 10"38 cmZ/GeV2 .E V M A
v

v-v

Notice that this term, which is directly proportional to F , falls

with E . To benefit from the sensitivity to F in this term, one
v A

must use low energy neutrinos {E — 0. 5 - 1 GeV).

At high energies, the interference term falls away and one gets

equal v and v cross sections given by:

do-

dQ2
{ FV + F A

v, v E -• co
' v

(ii) Method of Measuring M

Given this formalism, one can measure the axial vector form factor



two ways:

1. Q Shape - This is equivalent to the technique used in electron scatter-

ing. Fig. 3 shows the predicted differential cross sections for three

different values of M taking the vector form factors from the electron

scattering results (M = 0. 84 GeV) and using the double pole parameteri-

zation. Most of the difference comes from the different total cross sec-

tions, and to determine M. , what the experiments have to measure is
A

2
essentially the slope at Q = 0 .

2. The Total Cross Section, <r _ - Eq. (1) can be integrated and if the form

1 2
factors have the double pole form which goes as ~ — at large Q , then

Q
one finds «r_ -•• constant as E -«• oo. Actual values a re shown in Fir . 4

T v

again for the three values of M •

A

This total cross section sensitivity is an advantage that can be exploited by

the neutrino experiments as compared to the electron scattering. It is clear

from the figures that M is more sensitive to the o- determination than to the
A X

shape of the differential cross section. However, the flux uncertainty enters

directly into the error on tr and so in practice, the two methods give com-

parable precision at this time.
(iii) Early Experiments on Elastic Scattering

The first experiments on elastic neutrino scattering were done at

Brookhaven, CERN and Argonne using spark chamber detectors with iron or

aluminum plates as the target. In parallel, the lm bubble chamber at CERN
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filled initially with freon CF,Br and later with propane C,H was also used
3 JO

to do the same kind of experiment.

It was clear from the beginning that the axial vector form factor was

roughly equal to the vector just from the overall event rate, but in order to

obtain a quantitative estimate one had to isolate a sample of elastic events

of known purity and with known biases in addition to making the assumptions

about the cross section calculation discussed in section (i).

The events were selected as candidates if they had a p. track and none

or one recoil stub at the primary vertex. The muon was identified by its

lack of interaction in traversing several interaction lengths. The proton

produced inside the complex nucleus will h^ve a high probability of interact-

ing to produce nuclear fragments or sometimes even a pion. Since the reac-

tion is peripheral, the proton energy is not high on average and so the chance

of producing a pion is small.

On the other hand, contamination of the elastic sample by events of

single pion production vN -• (ANIT, where the pion escaped detection or was

absorbed in the nucleus, was a very serious problem. Since the cross sec-

tions for elastic scattering and single pion production are comparable, this

effect introduced a background ranging up to 50% of the sample.

To separate this background, one can use the kinematics of the events.

For each event, the muon energy E , the angle betweeen the muon and the

incident neutrino <(>, and the total visible hadron energy is measured. From energy
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and momentum conservation, assuming the struck neutron is at rest, one can

calculate the mass of the hadronic system M and see if it peaks at the nu-
H

cleon mass. Fig. 5 shows a plot of the square of the hadronic mass for events
(3)of low momentum transfer for the 1969 CERN bubble chamber experiment

using freon. The peak at the nucleon mass is used to isolate the elastic

events.

Assuming now that the events belong to the elastic reaction since we

measure three kinematic quantities (muon energy and angles) and the neutrino

beam angles are known, the kinematics are just determined (OC) and the neu-

trino energy and the invariant momentum transfer may be calculated,again

TiSsuiViiiig tliC struck ii-^zlzc— Lz -t -zzt. 1:: thic case, the hadronic system is

a proton and q = 2MT, where T is the proton kinetic energy. We then get

2ME - m
E =v 2(M-E +p cos4>)

a n d , 2ME (E - p c o s 0 ) - M m

M - E + p cosij)
|x a

As a second example of one of the early experiments, we discuss the

1964 CERN spark chamber experiment, since a rather detailed analysis was
(4)

reported. The spark chamber arrangement consisted of three regions:

A thin plate region of aluminum and brass, a spark chamber with 5 en) thick

magnetized iron plates, and finally a range chamber to measure the energies

of stopping muons. Scintillation counters for triggering were interspersed

between the plates. Only events originating in the aluminum plates were used
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in the analysis. Several hundred candidates were found which were reduced

to 74 after all selections and cuts.

The muon momentum was measured by the range of the particle stop-

ped or by curvature in the magnetized iron plates downstream to an accuracy

of ±10%. The contamination of hadrons that faked the muon signature was

estimated to be a few percent. A second source of background (in addition

to the inelastic neutrino events) was provided by neutron induced stars.

To minimize this hadronic background, a cut requiring £ > 1. 4 GeV was

imposed. A study cf the cuts suggested that about 25% of the clastic events

were lost. A model calculation was done to see what effects the cuts had on

the: bd-CKgi Gaud USxiig tiiC N jJxouuctiOti calcu lull Oil* <ji uCilliuu c .d Vol**".'.*..̂

coupled with a Monte Carlo calculation of nuclear cascade induced by the pro-

duction pions and recoil nucleon.

2
The Q distribution of the 74 events remaining after cuts were fitted

as shown in Fig. 6 for different values of M . Because of the flux error,

the calculations were repeated for a flux increased and decreased by 30%

respectively giving a final result for M of 0. 65 * GeV. In addition,

an analysis was done of the muon angular distribution for 236 events in a

slightly different fiducial volume and yielded an M value of 0. 60 ' *

In the 1967 CERN bubble chamber experiment using a propane fill,

the background problems were somewhat less severe than for the earlier

experiments in that a light nucleus (carbon) was used as the target and the
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bubble chamber provided a better discrimination against inelastic background

than the spark chambers. Events were selected having one or two prongs

with at least one of them with kinetic energy > 30 MeV. An E cut at 300

MeV/c was used. The events with > I prong were found to be contaminated

with inelastic background and so were not used. Cutting the hadronic mass

2 2

M < t CeV gave a sample with — 10% background. The 66 events were

then weighted for the cuts and used to measure the total cross section of

Fig. 7 and the Q shape. A best fit was obtained with M = G. 71 ± 0. 2.
A

A second Analysis was done cutting the data severely to avoid many of
2

the systematic problems of the previous measurement. Cutting above Q =

0. 3 GeV to remove the nuclear inouci uficctiuimies «tno £ > i Gcv, ihe

remaining 26. 4 ± 6 events gave a value of M. = 0. 7 ± 0. 2 CeV.
A

(iv) Argonne Experiment Using the 12-Foot Deuterium Bubble Chamber

The new experiment overcomes all of the experimental problems

just discussed by using a large deuterium-filled bubble chamber. The cham-

ber ' is an upright cylinder approximately 4m in diameter by 2m high, con-

taining a total of 26 m of liquid, in 16 m of which the tracks arc visible to

the cameras and about 10 m of which are used in a fiducial volume. A

superconducting magnet provides a field of 18 KG and with a space reconstruc-

tion accuracy of 250 fi, the momentum precision is typically ~ 1%. So far

231, 000 pictures have been analyzed for the elastic scattering reaction yield-

ing 220 events of which 166 arc in the fiducial volume. These pictures
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represent about a half (quarter) of the film taken (scheduled) for the experi-

ment and correspond to 3. 37 * 10 protons on the pion production target.

The neutrino spectrum and the v contamination are shown in Fig. 8.

The spectrum is given in terms of the v track length in the deuterium and

so has the bubble chamber geometry included. The spectrum has a maximum

at about 0. 6 GeV and so is ideal for using the sensitivity of M to the inter-

ference term. The shape of the spectrum is known to a few percent and the

absolute value to ±15%. The latter can probably be improved by a factor of

two with further work.

Quasi-elastic neutrino events appear in the chamber as one-prong,

two-prong, oi three-prong events with the topology desponding upon Q and

the spectator proton momentum (P ). One-prong events are not used and

a correction is made to the data sample to account for their loss for Q <
2

0. 05 (GeV/c) . The pictures were scanned using a single view at a magni-

fication of ~ 0. 14 life size. All the film was rescanned using a different

view and the two scans were compared using three views. To ensure both

adequate trac c length for measurement and good event visibility, a fiducial

volume of 10. 04 m was used. This volume is entirely seen by any single

camera. The overall scanning efficiency for the reaction vd — u pp was

(96 ± 2)%.

To evaluate possible contamination in the sample, the quantities M =

(E + E + E - M ) - (P + P + P ) and <|>o, the space angle of the
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reconstructed vector sum of the momenta of the charged tracks relative to

the beam direction were used. For neutrino-induced events, both quantities

should be near zero, and the scatter plot of Fig. 9 (which is actually for the

single pion production reaction vp -• u pw ) shows a clear signal of events

at the expected position over a low background of non-v induced events.

From a plot of this type for the elastic scattering data, the background was

estimated to be (2 ± 2)%.

- o
Events of the type vd -«• u pir (p ) can also contaminate the clastic

s

neutrino sample provided the IT transverse momentum is small enough com-

pared to E so the visible momentum points along the beam direction. The

importance ui i.uis uai.kgruauu Wcia cliccktii uy jntsasm iiig tiie (jt diici p tracks

in examples of the reaction vd — u pir (n ) and found to be (1 ± 1)%.

Since the neutrino beam direction is known to ~ 1 , a three-constraint

(3C) fit to reaction (1) was made for events with a visible spectator. For

events which did not have a visible spectator, the kinematics program was

given a starting value of 0 ± 50 MeV/c for P , P , and P of the spectator,

and a 3C fit was also performed. Fig. 10 shows the spectator momentum

distribution; events with a visible spectator have been cross-hatched. The

distribution is reasonably represented by a Hulthen distribution, except that

there is a small excess of events with high momentum. These events are

attributed to rescattering effects and are included in the sample.

Before comparing the data to Eq. (1), one must correct also for effects



due to the Pauli exclusion principle on the two final state protons as well as

(9)the Fermi motion in the deuterium nucleus. This correction is only weakly

dependent on E but varies strongly with Q and is shown in Fig. 11 as the

multiplication factor

<r(vn - p p)

that must be applied to Eq. (1) before comparing to the data.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the total cross section variation with £ and the

differential cross section as measured in this experiment together with the

best fit curves. The differential and total cross sections gave individual

value of M = 0. 94 ± 0. 18 GeV and 0. 97 ± 0. 16 GcV respectively and give an

overall best fit with M = 0. 95 ± 0. 12 GcV. In this fit, F p is given by the

pion pole term and F__ and F M are represented by the actual electron scat-

tering data. A monopole axial form factor also fits the data well and gives

a mass of 0. 57 ± 0. 1 GeV.

As the statistical accuracy of the deuterium experiment improves, one

will have to understand the more subtle deuterium effects somewhat better,

particularly the excess of events at high spectator momentum and the ques-

tion of the dcuteron D wave (see Fig. 15).

Table II summarizes the different measurements of K* from the ncu-
A

trino experiments. As we have discussed, all the previous experiments suf-

fer from systematic problems and so taking a weighted mean of the results

may not give a reliable result, although obviously the measurements are all
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consistent within quoted errors, (»* )

Table II M. from Neutrino Experiments

Experiment
Event. Flux M

A * A
After Cuts Background Error GeV Ref.

CERN Bubble Chamber
CF.Br

CERN Sp^Chamber

8 g l g % ±yf/% Q 7 5 ± Q 2 4 ( 3 )

0 < 6 5 ± 0 . 4 2

ANL Sp. Chamber Few
2 5 % ( ? ) t Q 5 ± Q 2 ( J 0 )

All done using da- /dQ only

C3Hg
U.

ANL Bubble Chamber
d

Using do- /dQ and v (E )

J 6 6 3 % ± , 5 % 0 9 5 ± 0 > 1 2 ( 7 )

Mean 0. 89± 0. 08

M 0. 84 GeV

(v) Comparison with M Measured from Threshold Electroproduction

As has been known for some years now, by using PCAC and extrapolat-

ing to zero mass pions, one can use cross section measurements of e p - e n u

at threshold to extract M . . The experimental (and some of the theoretical)

problems of doing this have been discussed by Arthur Clegg at this
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meeting and need not be repeated in this talk. It in difficult to know how to

present the results since they depend not only on the cross section measure*

menu, but also on the exact theoretical treatment of the data. I choose to

five the values extracted by Brian Read in a contribution to this conference*

since at least the different experiments are subjected to the same theoretical

machine, although the particular technique used by Read tends to give values

for M. about 0. 04 higher than other analyses of the same data. They are shown

and compared to the neutrino data in Table III.

Table III Results on M from Threshold Electropion Production

M . ± AM . CoV

Frascati 1. 14 ± 0. 09

DESY 1. 06 ± 0. 09

Daresbury*M) i. 32 ± 0. 10

SLAC Single Arm 1.40 ± 0. 12

Mean All ep 1. 19 ± 0. 05

ANL v 0. 95 * 0. 12

Mean All v 0. 89 ± 0. 08

Overall, the M values from the electroproduction seem to be consis-

A

tently higher than the direct measurements using neutrino beams. It appears

to the author that the time has come to turn the interpretation of electropro-

duction experiments round; assume M from the neutrino data and use the
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electroproduction data to test PCAC.

(vi) Test of CVC

In addition to the one parameter measurement, the Argonne experiment

can also be used to measure Mv as well as M, and so test the isotriplet cur-

rent hypothesis. As yet, the number of events is insufficient to do this very

well, but the results indicate what one might expect as the statistical accu-

racy improves. Fig. 14 shows the lcr and 2cr likelihood contours for the

two parameter fit to the data. The results are M = 0. 72 ' , GcV and

M = 1. 15 * GeV in satisfactory agreement with the CVC prediction

of M = 0/84 GeV.

(vii) Second Class Currents

Although we have ignored the tensor form factor as a second class cur-

rent, it is interesting to ask how one might in the future put limits on such

a term. There was a flurry of interest some years ago when the differences

of ft valuas for mirror nuclei were tabulated and the variation with lepton

energy suggested the origin of the discrepancy might result from an F

term. This seemed to be subsequently ruled out by the detailed measure-

ments by Alburger and Wilkinson on the A = 8 isotriplet.

Recently, Tarrach and Pascual have calculated the effects of a ten-

sor form factor on the energy dependence of the cross section and on the nu-

cleon polarization. If one writes
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FT(Q2) =&A

with M = 0. 84 GeV, then Fig. 15 shows the increase of cross section with

E and Fig. 16 the large polarization effects that result from a tensor form

factor roughly as big as the weak magnetism term (equivalent C = 3. 71). Fig.

15 also shov/s the calculated effect of the deuteronD-wave which results in

a smaller apparent cross section for a given value of M . This corresponds

to a change of M of about 0. 05 GeV and so as the statistical error of the deu-

A

terium experiment improves, this effect will need to be taken into account.

To see the second class current effects, one will need at least an order

of magnitude improvement in tne number ox events. It may be better to use

an v beam and the reaction vp —- u, n, since in order to detect this reaction,

one will need to see the np —• np elastic scatter, and this also measures the

polarization. In addition, one will have the hyperon production reaction

vp -» u. A where, although the cross section is small, the polarization

analyzing power of the A — P^ decay is large and so compensates in the over-

all sensitivity. Such experiments are yet some years off.

(18)There is a contribution from the Gargamelle collaboration which

shows that the total elastic cross section does not behave abnormally at least

up to 4. 5 GeV. Selecting as elastic events in CF-Br ones having, for v, a

single (x and not more than one proton with kinetic energy T > 30 MeV, and

for v, a single JJ, with no proton with T > 30 MeV and not more than one neu-

tron with T > 30 MeV results in the cross sections shown in Fig. 17. The
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curves result from calculations by L^vseth. The absolute magnitude of

these cross sections has no particular meaning, but the energy variation is

flat and so consistent with no second class current.

AS = 1 Quasi-Two-Body Reactions

The first experiment looking for hyperon production with an v beam

was done in the small CERN bubble chamber in 1965. No events were seen

-40 2
and a cross section upper limit (r (V —• Y) <C 3. 6 10 cm /nucleon was given.

In the Gargamel.le CF,Br v exposures, such events were seen and the

+ (20)

cross section for the reaction vp — ̂  A measured. The cross section

for the hyperon production is also given by Eq. (1) v.'iLh the substitution

cos 9 — sin 0 and the inclusion of the D/F ratio for the SU(3) octet. There

are also some more subtle effects such as what mass should be used in the
F w form factor. These changes result in a cross section one to two orders

M

of magnitude less than for the equivalent strangeness conserving reaction.

In addition to the A reaction, there are also two 2 production reactions

possible:

v p - * j i 2 , vn - | i £

The AI = 1/2 rule predicts a 2 cross section twice that of the 2 .

In scanning 250, 000 v pictures, the following events were observed:

(a) 10 events with ( i
+ A (A — P* ~)>

(b) 2 events with n + 2° (2° — A\),
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(c) 8 events with jx A + extra tracks,

(d) 8 events with (i YK + anything, i. e., associated production,

(e) 2 possible 2 events.

To estimate the true number of ^ A events produced, a number of corrections

are necessary. Three of the eight events of category (c) have only a proton

or neutron with T < 30 MeV and so are presumably \j. A- From the associated

production events class (d), one estimates a background of 1. 5 ± 1.5 in which

the K would be unseen. In addition, corrections due to scanning efficiency

of 1. 1 " and short A decays of 1. 2 are made. The corrected number of

+ 12
events then becomes 23 corresponding to a cross section in freon of

. . + 0. 7 ..-40 2 (21)
1. 3 R 10 cm /proton.

To obtain the free nucleon cross section, one must take into account

the two complimentary processes of A absorption and S/A conversion in the

nucleus. These have been estimated in a Monte Carlo calculation as 15%

and 20%, and if one takes the A to S production ratio as given by the hyperon

decay rates and the AI = 1/2 rule, then the two processes just cancel and the

net correction factor is 1 ± 0. 5.

The cross section vp • |i A is then 1. 3 " 10~ cm /proton. Fig.

18 shows the variation of the three cross sections with M from which one
A

concludes that for strange particle production, the axial vector form factor

of ~ 0. 6± 0.25 GeV is consistent within the large errors with that found in the

non-strangeness changing elastic reaction.
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Because of the large A absorption and S/A conversion problems, one

looks forward to seeing hyperon production experiments using hydrogen bub-

ble chambers in order to improve the cross section measurements.

A Production

The last topic in this review of two-body neutrino reactions concerns

A production. The largest cross section for v interactions on protons is

single IT production through the reaction

+

v p •* (j. pir

This was first studied using a free proton target in the lm CERN bubble

chamber filler! with prcpr-.r.e C "„. The rrcr.ts occurring en free prctcr.r
J O

were separated from the bound proton target events by using transverse and

longitudinal momentum balance since all final tracks are charged and can

be measured. For an event occurring on free protons, 2p = 0 and Ap =
E . - Sp = 0, since the v has no mass. Events with -0. 1 < Ap < 0. 1

vis rx ' *x

GeV/c and 2p. < 0. 2 GeV/c were taken as free proton events. The con-

tamination of bound proton events within these cuts was measured by using

pictures obtained using a freon (CF,Br) filling of the chamber and also by

using the elastic events vn — p p in C,H , which must be from a bound nu-

cleon.

Fifty-two events were used in the final sample of which nine were esti-

mated to be background. Fig. 19 shows the Chew-Low plot for these events
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from which one can see that the A dominates the final state and that the

production is mainly at low t. This is largely because of the continuous

neutrino spectrum where, for low energies, the events are kinematically

constrained to be at low momentum transfer. As in the elastic case, the

cross section rises from threshold to a plateau and the CERN group mea-

-38 2
surcd the plateau value for E > 1 GeV of i. 13 ± 0. 28 10" cm .

The first results from a second experiment using the 12-foot Argonnc

bubble chamber filled with hydrogen and deuterium has been reported although

the experiment is still in progress. Since the events are well-constrained

(3C), one can separate a very clean sample of events even using deuterium

Lv. the chr.rr.': ?r - '.vh^r the r.c^-.trcn acts a? a spectator. Sj^rr1 t*1*1 fjr=>' <;i.-.»"

is dominated by the A , one does not have Pauli effects to worry about. So

far in the Argonne experiment, 189 events have been analyzed and Fig. 20

shows the three two-body effective mass combinations. The ir p mass is

fit with a p-wave Breit-Wigner resonance formula with threshold factors (as

is used in the equivalent electroproduction experiments) and shows that the

final state is 95 ± 5% A production. No significant structure is seen in the

other two combinations.

A detailed analysis of a sub-sample consisting of the first 121 events

-38 2found yielded a total cross section shown in Fig. 21 of (0. 74 ± 0. 18) ID cm

for E > 1 GeV somewhat lower than the CERN value,
v

To proceed further, one needs a model. There have been many
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calculations based on the one-nucleon exchange Born diagram enhanced by

final state interactions as shown in Fig. 22. From this figure, we see that

the calculations involve the weak current-nucleon coupling and therefore

will give a value for the axial vector nucleon form factor. The Q dependence

is given by such factors modified by a slowly varying function coming from

the Q dependence of the nucleon exchange propagator.

A comparison of the Argonne data with several model calculations has

(22)
been done by Schreiner and von Hippel, who show that mainly on the basis

of the comparison of the measured density matrix elements of the A decay

(23) (24)
with the model predictions, only the Adler and Zucker calculations

•spfjpfy tVi» A rororn'1 data.

The Adler model was published some years ago and gave a good repre-

sentation of the electroproduction data at that time. For higher resonances

and at large Q , the simple model fails and Walecka and Zucker there-

fore included the « exchange contribution shown in Fig- 23, which is adopted

to fit the electroproduction data. For neutrino production, the p exchange

is also added.

The results of the best fit to the Argonne A production data are shown

in the total cross section and angular distributions of Figs. 21 and 24.' ' Table

IV compares the data for the density matrix elements with the predictions of

the two calculations. To make this fit, an M. value of 0. 84 ± 0. 15 GeV was
' A

input and as seen in Table IV, the Adler model prefers a somewhat higher

and the Zucker model a somewhat lower value. To obtain a good fit to the
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cross section data on the Zucker model requires an M. of 0. 6 GeV. In any

case, the data as interpreted in both models gives about the same axial vec-

tor form factor as measured in the elastic case, although clearly the Adler

calculation is closer to the direct measurements. With more neutrino events

and better electroproduction data, one should be able in the near future to

make a definite model and then obtain a reliable axial vector form factor

from this reaction.

Table IV A Production in vp — y. pit

Density Matrices p p p M GeV

Data 0. 58 ± 0. 09 -0.24 ± 0 . 1 1 -0 .18 ± 0 . 1 1

Model .Adler
Predictions* Zucker

0.
0.

67
65

-0 .
- 0 .

01
03

- 0 .
- 0 .

13
19

0.
0.

96
74

±
±

0.
0.

16
13

Conclusions

We have waited about ten years from the first neutrino experiments

to the first clsan measurement of the axial vector form factors and we now

have the apparatus to do a good job on most aspects of two-body neutrino

production. The outstanding limitation is one of flux and for that we need

more beam from the accelerators. In any case, we can look forward to a

big increase of our knowledge in the next few years.
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Figure Captions

Fig. i Nucleon form factor represented by moson exchange in t-channel.

Fig. 2 Single pion exchange dominance of induced pseudoscalar form fac-

tor.

Fig. 3 Differential cross section r predicted from Eq. (1) for vn —
dQ

(i "p with M = 0, 84 GeV and three values of M : (a) 1. 1 GeV,
V x*

(b) 0. 9 GeV and (c) 0. 7 GeV.

Fig. 4 Total cross section sr as a function of neutrino energy for the

reaction vn — (j, p with M = 0. 84 GeV and three values of M :

(a) 1. 1 GeV, (b) 0. 9 GeV and (c) 0. 7 GeV.

2
Fig. 5 Distribution of hadronic mass squared, M.,, for candidates for

elastic neutrino scattering observed in the CERN lm bubble cham-

ber filled with freon CF-Br. Events within the arrows were

selected as elastic.

Fig. 6 The momentum transfer distribution for elastic candidates from

th.3 1964 CERN spark chamber experiment. The dashed-dot line

shows the estimated background and the full and dotted lines indi-

cate the predictions for M. = 0. 84 and 0. 5 GeV, respectively.

Fig. 7 The total cross section for 66 events of the reaction vn —• ̂  p

as observed in the CERN lm bubble chamber filled with propane

C-Ho. The curves correspond to M values of 0. 7, 0. 8 and
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0. 9 GeV as shown.

Fig. 8 The neutrino spectrum for the Argonne D_ bubble chamber experi-

ment, together with the v contamination.

Fig. 9 Scatter plot of the square of the beam mass

M 2 =(E +E +E - M ) 2 - ( P + P + P )
H P * P H P *

o
against <j> , the space angle of the reconstructed vector sum of

the momenta of the charged tracks relative to the neutrino beam

2 o
direction. The strong clustering of events at M = <j> =0 cor-

responds to the true neutrino-induced ix pir events.

Tin. in CppCt3for momentum distribution for fits to v d - u px> . The

shaded area corresponds to events with a visible spectator. The

curve is the expectation from the HulthSn distribution and repre-

sents the data well except for a small excess at high momentum.

Fie. 11 Exclusion effect in deuterium as a function of Q . R = ^-T"—"" ^ - f •
<r(vn-fji p)

Fig. 12 Total cross section for vn —• p. p as measured in the Argonne deu-

terium experiment with the best fit value for M of 0. 95 ± 0. 12 GeV.

Fig. 13 Momentum transfer distribution for vn — p. p as measured in the

Argonne deuterium experimen' with the predicted shape for M =

A.

0. 95 GeV. The events in the first bin have not been used in the fit.

Fig. 14 One and two standard deviation likelihood contours for a two

parameter (M. and M ) fit to the Argonne data. Also shown is
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the value 0. 95 ± 0. 12 GeV obtained for M. if M,, is assumed to
A V

be 0. 84 GeV.

Fig. 15 The total cross section for vn — JJL p for M = 0. 84 GeV: (a)
A

relativistic calculation including deuteron D-wave, (b) non-

relativistic calculation without D-wave, and (c) the same as (a)

but with a tensor form factor (C = 3).

Fig. 16 Predicted nucleon polarization for the reaction vn — (j. p at

E = i GeV and tensor form factor with (a) C = +2, (b) C = 0

and (c) C = -2.

Fig. 17 Energy dependence of v and v elastic-like cross sections as mea-

sured in Gargamelle.

Fig. 18 Cross sections for two-body hyperon production reactions by anti-

neutrinos as a function of M.. The cross section measurements
A

in Gargamelle give the M value shown.

Fig. 19 Chew-Low plot for vp -* |j. ir p events observed in the CERN lm

propane bubble chamber. The events are dominated by the A peak.

Fig. 20 Two-body mass combinations for 189 events of the type vp —

(i •"• p observed in the Argonne hydrogen and deuterium experi-

ment. The A accounts for all the events. No structure is seen

in the other two mass combinations.

Fig. 21 Total cross section for vp » | i A as measured in the Argonne
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experiment compared to the calculations of Adler and Zucker.

Fig. 22 (a) One nucleon exchange Born diagram and (b) final state A en-

hancement.

Fig. 23 w and p exchange contributions to single pion production.

Fig. 24 Momentum transfer distribution of the reaction vp -• ji A as

measured in the Argonne experiment compared to the predictions

of the Adler and Zucker models.
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